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Honeywell 
THE VR8804 INTERMITTENT PILOT DUAL AUTOMATIC 
VALVE COMBINATION GAS CONTROLS ARE USED IN 
GAS-FIRED, INTERMIT-TENT PILOT APPLIANCES. THE 
CONTROLS INCLUDE A MANUAL VALVE, TWO AUTO- 
MATIC OPERATORS AND A PRESSURE REGULATOR. 

0 Used with S86F,H; S860D, S8600F,H and SQOA,B Control 
Modules. 

Cl For use with 24 Vat heating appliances that burn natural or 
manufactured gas, or liquefied petroleum (LP) gas. 

•i Capadty rated up to 300 fee&hour at 1 inch WC pressure 
drop [8.5 meters3/hour at 0.25 kPa 
up to 415 feet 3/hour (11.8 meters 4 

Maximum capacity rated 
/hour]. Minimum capacity 

rated at 30 feet 3/hour [0.8 meters 3/hour]. 

0 Solenoid-operated first automatic valve opens on thermo- 
stat call for heat and closes when call for heat ends. 

0 Diaphragm-operated second automaticvalve opens under 
control of the regulator and doses if gas or power supply is 
interrupted. 

q Two-position gas control knob has ON and OFF positions. 

0 All adjustments and wiring connections are accessible 
from top of the control. 

0 Compact size. 

0 Straight-through body pattern; right angle adapters avail- 
able for inlet and outlet. 

0 Available in 112 and 8J4 inch inlet and outlet. i/2 and 3l4 
inch straight and angle flanges available. 

0 Adjustable servo regulator effectively maintains almost 
constant gas output pressure under wide fluctuations in gas 
supply pressure. 

•! Inlet screen included. 

q Pilot filter included. 

El Wiring terminal block color-coded orange to indicate in- 
termittent pilot control. 

Cl May be installed at any angle between 0 and 90 degrees 
from the upright position, including vertically. 

0 i/4 inch male quick-connect terminals for electrical con- 
nections. 

Cl -40” F to +175” F [-40” C to +79” C] temperature range 
standard (VR8804H: 0” F to +175” F [-la” C to +79” Cl). 

Cl Inlet and outlet pressure taps provided; both taps acces- 
sible from top of control. 

Cl Standard, slow, and step-opening models available. 

0 Natural/LP gas conversion kits available for standard and 
slow-opening models. 
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THE SPEClflCATlONS GIVEN IN THIS PUBLlCATlON DO NOT INCLUDE NORMAL MANUFACTURING I IMPORTANT TOLERANCES THEREFORE THIS UNIT MAY NOT MATCH THE LISTED SPEClFlCATlONS EXACTLY. ALSO, 
THIS PRODUCT IS TESTED AND CAUBRATED UNDER CLOSELY CONTROLLED CONDlTlONS, AND SOME 
MINOR MFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE CAN BE EXPECTED IF THOSE CONDlTlONS ARE CHANGED. 

SUPER TRADELINE MODELS 
SUPER TRADELINE controls offer features not available on TRADELINE or standard models and are designed 

to replace a wide range of Honeywell and competitive controls. 

SUPER TRADELINE Models Available: Additional Features: 
VR8304M Combination Gas Control l 393691 Natural to LP gas conversion kit 

3/4 inch inlet x 3/4 inch outlet 9 Two 112 x 314 inch reducer bushings 
l One 0340 Thermocouple (36 inch lead length) 
l SUPER TRADELINE packaging with cross ref- 

erence label and special instruction sheet 

TRADELINE MODELS 
TRADELINE controls offerfeatures not available on 

standard models and are designed to replace a wide 
range of Honeywell and competitive controls. 

TRADELINE Models Available: 
VR8304M Combination Gas Control 

Additional Features: 
. 393691 Natural to LP gas conversion kit (not 

available for VR8300C models) 
. One l/2 x 3/4 inch reducer bushings 
l TRADELINE packaging with cross reference 

label and special instructions sheet 

STANDARD MODELS 
MODELS: VR8304 Dual Automatic Valve Combination 

Gas Controls for use in Intermittent Pilot Systems with 
S86F,H; S86OD, S8600F,H, and SSOA,B modules. See 
Table 1 for model specifications. 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE: 24 Vat, 50160 Hz. 
CURRENT DRAW: 0.7 A. 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS: 114 inch male quick-con- 
nects. Terminal block color-coded orange. 

TYPE OF GAS: Separate models available for natural or 
LP gas. Natural/LP gas conversion kits are available for 
standard- and slow-opening models. See Accessories. 

(continued on page 3) 

WHEN PURCHASlNG REPLACEMENT AND MODERNlZATlON PRODUCTS FROM YOUR WHOLESALER OR 
YOUR DISTRIBUTOR, REFERTOTHE PRICESHEETSFORCOMPLETEORDERING NUMBER, ORSPEUFY- 

1. Order number. 
2. Natural or LP gas. 
3. Step pressure on VR6304P. 
4. Accessories, If desired. 
5. Order separately; pilot burner, Igniter-sensor, transformer, limit controller, and thermostat or 

controller as required. 
IF YOU HAVE ADDlTlONAL QUESTIONS, NEED FURTHER INFORMATION, OR WOULD UKE TO COMMENT 
ON OUR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE: 

1. YOUR LOCAL HONEYWELL RESlDENTlAL AND BUILDING CONTROLS DIVISION SALES OFFICE 
(CHECK WHITE PAGES OF YOUR PHONE DIRECTORY). 

2. RESlDENTlAL AND BUILDING CONTROLS DIVISION CUSTOMER SATlSFACTlON 
HONEYWELL INC., 1665 DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH 
GOLDEN VALLEY, MINNESOTA 55422-4366 (612) 542-7500 

IN CANADA-HONEYWELL LlMlTEDlHONEYWELL LlMlTEE, 740 ELLESMERE ROAD, SCARBOROUGH, 
ONTARIO MlP 2VQ. INTERNATlONAL SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES IF ALL PRINCIPAL ClTlES OF THE 
WORLD. 
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TABLE l-MODEL SP 

STANDARD 

CIFICATIONS. 

RANGES OF 
OPTIONAL FACTORY 

REGULATOR SElllNGS T MODEL 
NO. 

SUFFIX 
LEllER 

M 

P 

RANGES OPENING TYPE 
CHARAC- OF 
TERlSTlC GAS 
Stander& Natural 
opening LP 

9tepopening Natural 

LP 

FACTORY 
SET 

In. WC 
3.5 
10.0 

Step-O. 7, 
0.9, 1.2 or 

1.7, as 
ordereda 

Full Ra& 
3.5 

Step-l .4, 
2.5, 4.0 or 

5.5. as 
ordereda 

Full Rats 
10 
3.5 
10.0 

EGULATOR 
NGS 

kPa 
0.9 
2.5 

Step-O.17, 
0.22,0.30 or 

0.46, as 
ordereda 

Full Rat- 
0.9 

step-O.35, 
0.62,0.99 or 

1.37, as 
Ordered~ 

Full Rate- 
2.5 
0.9 
2.5 

OF FIELD 
lItlENT 

kPa 
ADJUS 

In. WC 
3to5 

6to 12 
Step-none; 
Full Rat+ 

3 to 5 

0.7 to 1.2 
2 to 3 

Step-none 
Full Rate- 
0.7 to 1.2 

Step-none; 
Full Rate- 

6to 12 

3 to 5 
6to12 

Step-none; 
Full Rat+ 

2 to 3 

0.7 to 1.2 
2 to 3 

Step-O. 7, 
0.9, 1.2 or 

1.7, as 
Ordereda 

Full Rate- 
3to5 

Step-l .4, 
2.5, 4.0 or 

5.5, as 
order& 

Full Rate- 

Step-O. 17 
0.22,0.30 or 

0.46, as 
ordereda 

Full Rate- 
0.7 to 1.2 

Step-0.35, 
0.62,0.99 or 

1.37, as 
ordereda 

Full Ra&+ 

H jlowopening Natural 
LP 

aStep pressure not adjustable. 

CAPACITY: 

SIZE CAPACITY AT 
(INLET X OUTLET) 1 INCH WC MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

PRESSURE DROPa REGULATED REGULATED 
CAPACITY CAPACITY 

1/2X1/2 240 fee&hour 30 feet3/hour 340 fee?/hour 
[6.8 mete&hour] [0.8 mete&hour] [9.6 mete&hour] 

IRX3f4 270 fee&hour 30 feet3/hour 370 feets/hour 
[7.6 meters/hour] [0.8 meters/hour] [lo.5 meters/hour] 

314 x 314 300 fee&hour 30 feet3/hour 415 fee&hour 
[8.5 meters/hour] (0.8 meters/hour] 111.8 meter3/hour] 

aCapacity based on 1000 btu/feets, 0.64specificgravity naturalgas at 1 inch WC pressuredrop[37.3 f&f/mete?, 
0.64 specific gravity natural gas at 0.25 kPa pressure drop. 

Use conversion factors in Table 2 to convert capacities 
for other gasses. 

TABLE 2-GAS CAPACITY CONVERSION FACTORS. 

NOTE: Flange Kits include one flange, one O-ring and four 
mounting screws. 

PILOT GAS OUTLET: Compression fitting for l/4 inch OD 
tubing. 

PRESSURE TAPPING: Inlet and outlet taps standard. 
Taps accessible from top of gas control. Tap is l/8 inch 
NPT with plug containing recess for 3116 inch. Allen 
wrench. Mixed 

Prooane 
I 0.70 0.765 

1.53 1.62 

TABLE 3-FLANGE PART NUMBERS. 

INLET/ 
PART NUMBER 

WITHOUT 1 WITH 
OUTLET FLANGE HEX HEX 

PIPE SIZE TYPE WRENCH WRENCH 

l/2 inch NPT Straight 394599-6 393690-l 6 

Elbow 394599-3 393690-13 

3/4 inch NPT Straight 394599-4 393690-l 4 

Elbow 394599-5 393690-l 5 

BODY PATTERN: Straight-through body pattern. 
INLET X OUTLET SIZES AVAILABLE: l/2 x l/2 inch, l/2 

x 314 inch, and 314 x 3J4 inch with inlet flange. 
ADAPTERS: Adapters available for l/2 and 3/4 inch 

straight and angle connections. Refer to Table 3. FIG. l-VR8304 DIMENSIONS IN INCHES AND [MILLI- 
METERS]. 
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PRESSURE RATING. A.G.A. rating l/2 psi [3.5 kPa] inlet 
pressure. 

PRESSURE REGUlATlON: See Table 1. Regulator ad- 
justment accessible from top of gas control. 

MOUNTING: Can be mounted 0 to 98 degrees in any 
direction from the upright position of the gas control 
knob including vertically. 

TEMPERATURE RATING: 
VR8304M,P: -40” F to +175O F [-40° C to +79” C]. 
VR8304H: 0” F to +175” F [-18 C to +79” C]. 

DIMENSIONS: See Fig. 1. 

APPROVALS: 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION DESIGN CERTIFICATE: 

UP-70-69A. 
CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION DESIGN CERTIFI- 

CATE: UP-70-69A. 
AUSTRALIAN GAS ASSOCIATION: Not available. 
DELTA C: Not available . 
ACCESSORIES: 

l Flanges, see Table 3. 
l 394349 9/64 inch hex tool for flange assembly 

screws. 
l 393691 Natural to LP gas conversion kit. 
l 394588 LP to Natural gas conversion kit. 

WHEN INSTALLING THIS PRODUCT... 
1. Read these instructions carefully. Failure to follow 

them could damage the product or cause a hazardous 
condition. 

2. Checkthe ratings given in the instructions and on the 
producttoensuretheproductissuitableforyourapplication. 

3. Ensure installer is a trained, experienced service 
technician. 

4. After installation is complete, use these instructions 
to check out product operation. 

FIRE OR EXPLOSION HAZARD 
CAN CAUSE PROPERTY DAMAGE, SEVERE 
INJURY, OR DEATH 

Follow these warnings exactly. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Disconnect power supply- before wiring to 
prevent electrical shock or equlpment dam- 
age. 
To avoid dangerous accumulation of fuel gas, 
turn off gas supply at the appliance service 
valve before startlng Installatlon,and perform 
Gas LeakTest after completion of Installation. 
Do not bend pilot tubing at gas control or pilot 
burner after compression ftttlng has been 
tlghtened, or gas leakage at the connection 
may resuft. 
Always Install sediment trap In gas supply 
line to prevent contamination of gas control. 
Do not force the gas control knob. Use only 
your hand to turn the gas control knob. Never 
use any tools. If the gas control knob will not 
operate by hand, the gas control should be 
replaced by a qualified service technician. 
Force or attempted repalr may resuft in fire or 
explosion. 

Never apply a jumper across or short the valve coil 
terminals. This may burn out the heat anticipator in 
the thermostat ordamaae the electronic intermittent 

I - pilot (IP) module. I 

Follow the appliance manufacturer’s instructions if 
available; otherwise, use the instructions provided below. 

CONVERTING BETWEEN NATURAL AND LP GAS 

FIRE OR EXPLOSION HAZARD 
CAN CAUSE PROPERTY DAMAGE, SEVERE 
INJURY, OR DEATH 

Do not attempt to use a gas control set for natural 
gas on LP gas or a gas control set for LP gas on 
natural gas. 

To convert a gas control from natural gas to LP gas or 
from LP gas to natural gas, contact your Honeywell rep- 
resentative. 

Standard- or slow-opening gas controls are converted 
from one gas to another with a conversion kit (order 
separately). Order Part Number 393691 to convert from 
natural to LP gas. Order Part Number 394588 to convert 
from LP to natural gas. Step-opening gas controls can not 
be converted. 

INSTALL ADAPTERS TO GAS CONTROL 
Install adapters to gas control as follows: 

Flanges 
1. Choose the appropriate flange for your application. 
2. Remove seal over gas control inlet or outlet. 
3. Ensure the O-ring is fitted in the groove of flange. If 

the O-ring is not attached or is missing, do not use flange. 
4. With O-ring facing gas control, align the screw holes 

on the gas control with the holes in the flange. Insert and 
tighten the screws provided with the flange. See Fig. 2. 
Tighten the screws to 25 inch pounds of torque to provide 
a gas-tight seal. 

Bushings: 
1. Remove seal over gas control inlet or outlet. 
2.Apply moderate amount of good quality pipe com- 

pound to bushing, leaving two end threads bare. On LP 
installation, use compound resistant to LP gas. Do NOT 
use Teflon tape. 

3. Insert bushing in gas control and thread pipe carefully 
into bushing until tight. 

USING ADAPTERS TO SOLVE SWING RADIUS 
PROBLEMS 

In some field service applications, it is difficult or im- 
possible to thread the gas control onto the gas supply pipe 
because of space limitations. This problem can be re- 
solved in many instances by using an adapter. The adapter 
is installed on the end of the supply pipe in place of the gas 
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A 00 NOT OVERTIGHTEN SCREWS. 
TIGHTEN TO 25 INCH POUNDS. 11.011 

FIG. 2-lNSTALL FLANGE TO GAS CONTROL. 

DROP 

1 

2 

ALL BENDS IN METALLIC TUBING SHO”LD BE SMOOTH. 

2 CAUTION: SHUT OFF THE MAIN GAS SUPPLY BEFORE REMOVING END CAP 
TO PREVENT GAS FROM FILLING THE WORK AREA. TEST FOR GAS LEAK. 
AGE WHEN INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE. e93x 

FIG. 3-lNSTALL SEDIMENT TRAP. 

that are used for installing thegascontrol. Afterthe adapter 
is installed, the gas control is attached to the adapter as 
outlined above. Note that using an adapter increases the 
overall length of the gas control. 

CHOOSE GAS CONTROL LOCATlON 
Do not locate the gas control where it may be affected 

by steam cleaning, high humidity,dripping water, corrosive 
chemicals, dust or grease accumulation, or excessive 
heat. To ensure proper operation, follow these guidelines. 

l Locate gas control in a well ventilated area. 
l Mount gas control high enough above the cabinet 

bottom to avoid exposure to flooding or splashing 

water. 
l Ensure the ambient temperature does not exceed 

the ambient temperature ratings for each compo- 
nent. 

l Cover gas control if appliance is cleaned with water, 
steam, or chemicals or to avoid dust and grease 
accumulation. 

l Avoid locating gas control where exposure to cor- 
rosive chemical fumes or dripping water are likely. 

Locate the gas control in the appliance vestibule on the 
gas manifold. In replacement applications, locate the gas 
control in the same location as the old gas control. 

Install Plplng to Gas Control 
All piping must comply with local codes and ordinances 

or with the National Fuel Gas Code (ANSI 2223.1 NFPA 
No. !54), whichever applies. Tubing installation must comply 
with approved standards and practices. 

1. Use new, properly reamed pipe free from chips. If 
tubing is used, ensure the ends are square, deburred and 
clean. All tubing bends must be smooth and without 
deformation. 

2. Run pipeortubing to the gas control. If tubing is used, 
obtain a tube-to-pipe coupling to connect the tubing to the 
gas control. 

3. Install sediment trap in the supply line to the gas 
control. See Fig. 3. 

Install Gas Control 
1. Mount the gas control O-90 degrees, in any direction, 

from the upright position of the gas control knob, including 
vertically. 

2. Mount the gas control so gas flow is in the direction 
of the arrow on the bottom of the gas control. 

3.Thread pipe the amount shown in Table 4 for inser- 
tion into the gas control or adapter. DO NOT THREAD 
PIPE TOO FAR. Valve distortion or malfunction may result 
if the pipe is inserted too deeply into the gas control. 

TABLE 4-NPT PIPE THREAD LENGTH IN INCHES. 

MAXIMUM DEPTH 
PIPE CAN BE 

PIPE THREAD PIPE INSERTED INTO 
SIZE THIS AMOUNT CONTROL 

3/a 9/l 6 310 
l/2 314 l/2 

314 13/16 314 

4. Apply a moderate amount of good quality pipe com- 
pound (DO NOT use Teflon tape) to pipe only, leaving two 
end threads bare. On LP installations, use compound 
resistant to LP gas. 

THREAD PIPE THE AMOUNT APPLY A MODERATE AMOtiNT 
SHOWN IN TABLE FOR OF PIPE COMPOUND TO PIPE 
INSERTION INTO ONLY (LEAVE TWO END 
GAS CONTROL. THREADS BARE). ,I,F 

FIG. e--USE MODERATE AMOUNT OF PIPE COM 
POUND. 
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PRESSURE REGULATOR CONVENIENCE 
ACJUSTMENT TERMINALS (2) WIRING 
(UNDER CAP SCREW) \ (OPTIONAL) , / 

TERMINALS (2) 

PRESSURE TA 

THERMOCOUPL 
CONNECTION 

PILOT OUTLET 

ADJUSTMENT 

RED RESET SUlTON ’ KNOB Ml639 

FIG. 5-?OP VIEW OF GAS CONTROL. 

Connect Pilot Gas Tubing 
1. Cut tubing to desired length and bend as necessary 

for routing to pilot burner. Do not make sharp bends or 
deform the tubing. Do not bend tubing at gas control or pilot 
burneraftercompressionfitting has been tightened, as this 
may result in gas leakage at the connection. 

2. Square off and remove burrs from end of tubing. 
3. Unscrewcompressionfiiingfrom thepilotoutlet (Fig. 

5). Slipthecompressionfittingoverthetubingandslideout 
of the way. 

NOTE: When replacing a gas control, cut off old compres- 
sion fiiing and replace with the new compression fitting 
provided on the gas control. Never use the old com- 
pression fitting as it may not provide a gas-tight seal. 

GAS 
TIGHTEN NUT ONE TURN 
BEYOND FINGER TIGHT 

AS NUT IS TIGHTENED 
LSllB 

FIG. 7-ALWAYS USE NEW COMPRESSION FITTING. 

4. Push tubing into the pilot gas tapping on the outlet 
end of the control until it bottoms. While holding tubing all 
the way in, slide compression fitting into place and engage 
threads-turn until finger tight. Then tighten one more turn 
with wrench. Do not overtighten. Refer to Fig. 7. 

5. Connect other end of tubing to pilot burner according 
to pilot burner manufacturer’s instructions. 

WIRING 
Follow the wiring instructions furnished by the appli- 

ance manufacturer, if available, or use the general in- 
structions provided below. 

All wiring must comply with applicable electrical codes 
and ordinances. 

Disconnect power supply before making wiring con- 
nections to prevent electrical shockor equipment damage. 

1. Check the power supply rating on the gas control and 
ensure it matches the available supply. Install transformer, 
thermostat, and other controls as required. 

2. Connect control circuit to gas control terminals. See 
Figs. 5 and 8 or 9. 

3.Adjust thermostat heat anticipator to 0.70 rating 
stamped on valve operator. 

- 

WHEN FLANGE IS NOT USED I WHEN FLANGE 

~ __ ._..-__ ___- ____ -_- 
FIG. GPROPER USE OF WRENCH ON GAS CONTROL WiTH AND Wll-HolJT FLANGES. 
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LIMIT 

THERMOSTAT 
CONTROLLER 

COMBUSTION 

COMBUSTION 
AIR BLOWER 9348.9362. Q381 

PILOT BURNER, 
IGNITER-SENSOR 

Ll 
(HOT) L2 A POWER SVPPLY. PROVIDE OlSCONNECT MEANS AND OVERLOAD 

A 

PROTECTION AS REQUIRED. 

A ALTERNATE LIMIT CONTROLLER LOCATION. 

A MAXIMUM CABLE LENGTH 3 FEET ,O.S METER]. 

A CONTROLS IN 21” CIRCUIT MUST NOT BE IN GROUND LEG 
TO TRANSFORMER. 

Il.,,ZF 

FIG. 8-VFl8304 WlRlNG CONNECTlONS IN INTERMITTENT IGNlTlON SYSTEM WITH S86. 

VRBSM 

COMBINATION 

GAS CONTROL 

A POWER SUPPLY. PROVIDE DISCONNECT MEANS AND OVERLOAD PROTECTlON AS REQUIRED. 

A ALTERNATE LIMIT CONTROLLER LOCATION. 

8 CONTROLS IN 24V CIRCUIT MUST NOT BE IN GROUND LEG TO TRANSFORMER. 

a REMOVE PLUG ONLY IF USING VENT DAMPER. FUSE BLOWS ON STARTUP WHEN PLUG IS REMOVED 

AND VENT DAMPER WIRING HARNESS IS INSTALLED; THEN MODULE WILL OPERATE ONLY WHEN VENT 

DAMPER IS CONNECTED. MI507 

FIG. 9-VR8304 WIRING CONNECTlONS IN INTERMllTENT IGNlTlON SYSTEM WITH S8600. 
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3. lf necessary, adjust the pressure regulator to 
match the appliance rating. Refer to Table 5 or 6 for the 
factory set nominal outlet pressures and adjustment 
ranges. 

a. Remove the pressure regulator adjustment cap 
and screw. 

b. Using a screwdriver, turn the inner adjustment 
screw clockwisento increaseorcounterclock- 
wise fi to decrease the main’burner gas pres- 
sure. 

c. Always replace the cap screw and tighten firmly 
to ensure proper operation. 

4. lf the desired outlet gas pressure or gas flow rate 
cannot be achieved by adjusting the gas control, check 
the gas control inlet pressure using a manometer at the 
inlet pressure tap. lf the inlet pressure is in the normal 
range (refer to Table 5 or 6) replace the gas control. 
Otherwise, take the necessary steps to provide proper 
gas pressure to the gas control. 

Step-Opening Pressure Regulator 
1. The gas control outlet pressure should match the 

manifold pressure listed on the appliance nameplate. 
2. With main burneroperating,checkthegascontrol 

flow rate using the meter clocking method or check the 
gas pressure using a manometer connected to the gas 

control outlet pressure tap. Refer to Fig. 5. 
3. ff necessary, adjust the pressure regulator to 

match the appliance rating. Refer to Table 5 or 6 for 
factory set nominal outlet pressures and adjustment 
ranges. 

a. Remove the pressure regulator adjustment cap 
screw. 

b. Using a screwdriver, turn the inner adjustment 
screw clockwise /7 to increase or counter- 
clockwise 0 to decrease the main burner gas 
pressure. 

c. Always replace the cap screw and tighten firmly 
to ensure proper operation. 

4. lf desired outlet pressure or flow rate cannot be 
achieved by adjusting the gas control, check the inlet 
pressure using a manometer at inlet pressure tap or 
upstream of thegas control. If the inlet pressure is in the 
normal range (refertoTable5or6), replace the existing 
gas control. Otherwise, take the necessary steps to 
provide proper gas pressure to the gas control. 

5.Carefully check main burner lightoff at the step 
pressure. Ensure the main burner lights smoothly and 
without flashback to theorifice and that all ports remain 
lit. Cycle the main burner several times, allowing at 
least 30 seconds between cycles for the regulator to 
resume the step function. Repeat after allowing main 
burner to cool. Readjust the full rate outlet pressure if 
necessary to improve lightoff characteristics. 

TABLE 5-PRESSURE REGULATOR SPEClFlCATtON PRESSURES IN INCHES WC. 

OUTLET PRESSURE 
NOMINAL 
FACTORY 

NOMINAL INLET SETllNG SElllNG RANGE 

PRESSURE FULL FULL 
MODEL TYPE OF GAS RANGE STEP RATE STEP RATE 

Standard, NATURAL 5.0 - 7.0 - - 3.0 - 5.0 
Slow- LP 12.0 - 14.0 - 

l?:o 
- 8.0 - 12.0 

opening 

Step- NATURAL 5.0 - 7.0 3.5 - 3.0 - 5.0 
opening LP 12.0 - 14.0 ::; 11.0 - 8.0 - 12.0 

TABLE 6-PRESSURE REGULATOR SPEClFlCATlON PRESSURES IN kPa. 

OUTLET PRESSURE 
NOMINAL 
FACTORY 

NOMINAL INLET SElllNG SETTING RANGE 
PRESSURE FULL FULL 

MODEL TYPE OF GAS RANGE STEP RATE STEP RATE 
Standard, NATURAL 1.2 - 1.7 - - 0.7 - 1.2 

Slow- LP 2.9 - 3.9 - 
;:97 

- 2.0 - 3.0 
opening 

Step- NATURAL 1.2 - 1.7 0.2 0.9 - 0.7 - 1.2 
opening LP 2.9 - 3.9 0.9 2.7 - 2.0 - 3.0 
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The VR8300 gas controls provide ON-OFF manual 
control of gas flow. In the OFF position, pilot and main 
burner gas flow is prevented. In the ON position, pilot and 
main burner gas flow is under control of the thermostat, the 
intermittent pilot module, and the two automatic main 
valves. 

SYSTEM OPERATION WITH S8600 
When the thermostat calls for heat, the S8600 Inter- 

After the pilot is iii, the S8600 module energizes the 
solenoid for the second automatic valve operator and gas 
flow main burner is followed (the first automatic valve 

mittent Pilot Module is energized. The S8600, in turn, 

remains energized). The second automatic valve dia- 

activates the first automatic valve of the gas control. Pilot 
gas flow is allowed. Simultaneously, the S8600 module 
generates a spark at the igniter-sensor and lights the pilot. 
The pilot flame is sensed by the igniter-sensor, and spark 
generation ends. 

phragm, controlled bythe servo pressure regulator, opens 
and adjusts gas flow as long as the system is powered and 
the pilot is burning. The servo pressure regulator monitors 
outlet pressure to provide an even main burner gas flow. 
Loss of power (thermostat satisfied) de-energizes the 
S8600 module and closes both automatic valves. The 
system is ready to return to normal service when power is 
restored through the thermostat. 

Loss of pilot flame, or flame too small to reliably light 
main burner, closes the second automatic valve operator. 
The S8600 module then attempts to restart pilot. On S8600 
modules with lockout timers, the first automatic valve 
closes afterthe lockout period. On S8600 modules without 
lockout timers, the trial for ignition continues indefinitely 
and the first automatic valve remains open. 

lf pilot flame is restarted successfully, main burner is 
reopened, and gas flows to main burner as described 
above. Gas control operation is described in more detail 
below. 

NOTE: SECOND AVTOMATlC VALVE OPERATOR AND SERVO PRESSVRE REGULATOR 
SHOWN OUTSIDE GAS CONTROL FOR EASE IN TRACING GAS FLOW. 

SLOW-OPENING GAS CONTROL HAS A GAS FLOW RESTRICTOR IN THIS PASSAGE. 1*.3%8 

FIG. ll-POSITION OF GAS CONTROL COMPONENTS DURING THERMOSTAT OFF CYCLE. 
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VALVE POSITION DURING THERMOSTATOFFCYCLE 
The valve is positioned as shown in Fig. 11 when the: 
l manual gas control knob is in the ON position. 
l thermostat is not calling for heat. 

Thefirstautomaticvalveisclosed.Thesecondautomatic 
valve operator is de-energized, closing the channel to the 
pressure regulator, and opening a channel to the under- 
side of the second automatic valve diaphragm. The com- 
bination of spring pressure under the second automatic 
valve diaphragm and lack of outlet pressure hold the 
diaphragm firmly closed. Gas pilot burner gas flow is 
prevented by the first automatic valve and main burner by 
both valves. 

WHEN THERMOSTAT CALLS FOR HEAT 
When the thermostat calls for heat, the trial for pilot 

ignition begins. The first automatic valve solenoid is en- 
ergized bythe module and opens, allowing pilot burnergas 
flow. Gas alsoflowstothe second automaticvalveoperator, 
but is mechanically blocked at the operator. See Fig. 12. 

After the pilot lights and the pilot flame is sensed by the 
igniter-sensor, the second automatic valve solenoid is 
energized by the module, and the second automatic op- 
erator valve disc is lifted off its seat. See Fig. 13. This 
divertsgasflowfrom thesecondautomaticvalvediaphragm 
and causes a reduction of pressure on the underside of this 
diaphragm. The reduced pressure on the bottom of the 
automatic valve diaphragm repositions the diaphragm 
downward, away from thevalveseat, allowing main burner 
gas flow. 

Standard-Opening Pressure Regulation 
(VR6304M) 

During the ON cycle, the servo pressure regulator 
provides close control of outlet pressure, even if inlet 
pressure and flow rate vary widely. Any outlet pressure 
change is immediately reflected back to the pressure 
regulator diaphragm, which repositions to change the flow 
rate through th8 regulator valve and, thus, through the 
automatic valve. 

tf outlet pressure begins to rise, the pressure regulator 
diaphragm moves slightly higher, allowing less gas flow to 
the gas control outlet. This increases gas pressure under 
the automatic valve diaphragm and repositions the valve 
disc closer to the seat. Thus, flow of gas through the 
Second automatic valve is reduced, and outlet pressure 
falls to the desired level. 

If outlet pressure begins to fall, the pressure regulator 
diaphragm moves slightly lower allowing more gas flow to 
the gas control outlet. This decreases gas pressure under 
the second automaticvalve diaphragm and repositions the 
valvediscfurtherfrom the seat. Thus, gasflowthrough the 
second automatic valve is increased, and outlet pressure 
rises to the desired level. 

Slow-Opening Pressure Regulation (VR8304H) 
Slow-opening gas controls function the same as stan- 

dard-opening models except that When the thermostat 
calls for heat, the S8COnd automatic valve opens gradually. 

Opening is slowed because a gas flow restrictor in the 
passage from the second automatic operator shows the 
rate at which gas pressure is reduced under the second 
automatic valve diaphragm after the second automatic 

GAS 
CONTROL 

SERVO 
PRESSURE 
REGULATOR 

FlRST AUTOMAT 
VALVE SOLENO, 

GAS 
CONTROL 
INLET 

VALVE \ SECOND AUTOMATlC 
VALVE DIAPHRAGM 

NOTE: SECOND AUTOMATIC VALVE OPERATOR AND SERVO PRESSURE REGVLATOR 
SHOWN OUTSIDE GAS CONTROL FOR EASE IN TRAClNG GAS FLOW. 

SLOW-OPENING GAS CONTROL ,,AS A GAS FLOW RESTRlCTOR IN THlS PASSAGE. I1.3968 

FIG. 12-POSITION OF GAS CONTROL COMPONENTS DURING THE TRIAL FOR PlLu l ItiNl I ION. 
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REGULATOR 

FIRST AUTOMAT 
VALVE SOLENOI 

GAS 
CONTROL 
INLET 

NOTE: SECOND AUTOMATIC VALVE OPERATOR AND SERVO PRESSURE REGULATOR 
S”OWN OUTSIDE GAS CONTROL FOR EASE IN TRACING GAS FLOW. 

n 1 SLOW-OPENING GAS CONTROL “AS A GAS FLOW RESTRICTOR IN THlS PASSAGE. lt.1918 

FIG. 13-POSITION OF GAS CONTROL COMPONENTS DURING BURNER ON CYCLE. 

operator opens. Outlet pressure to the main burner in- pressure as described for the standard regulator. 

+ 
creases gradually from 0 inches WC [0 kPa] to rated output 
pressure within 3 to 6 seconds (for an 80,000 Btuh furnace 
at 7 inches WC [1.8 kPa] inlet pressure and 3.5 inches WC 
[0.9 kPa] outlet pressure). 

Step-Opening Pressure Regulation (VR8304p) 
Step-opening gas controls actually combine two pres- 

sure regulators, one for the low pressure and one for the 
full-rate pressure. When the thermostat calls for heat, the 
automatic operator valve disc opens. The low pressure 
regulator maintains outlet pressure at the preset step rate 
for several seconds. Then the regulator valve is forced full 
open by the timing diaphragm, which is operated by bleed 
gas. When the low pressure regulator is full open, the high 
pressure regulator maintains the desired full-rate outlet 

The step model requires approximately 60 seconds to 
reset once the main burner goes off. If it is re-energized 
within 60 seconds, it may bypass or shorten the length of 
thelowpressurestep.TheburnermayrelightatthefuIIflow 
rate. 

WHEN THE CALL FOR HEAT ENDS 
When the call for heat ends, the first automatic valve 

and the second automatic valve operator close, bypassing 
the regulator(s) and shutting off the main burner and the 
pilot gas flow. As pressure inside the gas control and 
underneath the automatic valve diaphragm equalizes, 
spring pressure closes the second automatic valve to 
provide a second barrier to gas flow. 

FIRE OR EXPLOSION HAZARD 
CAN CAUSE PROPERTY DAMAGE, SEVERE 
INJURY OR DEATH 

Do not apply a jumper across or short the valve coil 
terminals. Doing so may burn out the heat anticipa- 
tor in the thermostat or damage the electronic mod- 
ule. 

IMPORTANT 
Do not disassemble the gas control; it contains 
no replaceable components. Attempted disas- 

Allow 60 seconds after shutdown before re-energiz- 

sembly or repair may damage the gas control. 
ing step-opening model to ensure lightoff at step 
pressure. 
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IF MAIN BURNER WlLL NOT COME ON WITH CALL 
FOR HEAT 

1. Ensure the gas control knob is in the ON position. 
2.Adjust the thermostat several degrees above room 

temperature. 
3. Using ac voltmeter, check for 24 V at gas control. 

l tf pilot lights, measure across MV/PV and MV. 
l lf pilot does not light, measure across MV/PV and 

PV before safety lockout occurs. 
4. lf voltage is incorrect or not present, check control 

circuit for proper operation. 
5. tf 24 V is present, replace gas control. 

INSTRUCTlONS TO THE HOMEOWNER 

FIRE OR EXPLOSION HAZARD 
CAN CAUSE PROPERTY DAMAGE, SEVERE 
INJURY, OR DEATH 

Follow these warnlnas exactlv: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Pilot flame is Ilt a;omaticaily. Do not light the 
pilot flame manually. 
Before lighting pilot burner flame, smellaround 
the appliance for gas. Be sure to smell next to 
floor bscauss LP gas is heavier than air. 
IF YOU SMELL GAS: 
l Turn off the gas supply at the appliance 

service valve. On LP gas systems, turn off 
gas supply at the gas tank. 

l Do not light any appliances in the house. 
l Do not touch electrical switches or use the 

phone. 
l Leave the building and use a neighbor’s 

phone to call your gas supplier. 
l If you can not reach your gas supplier, call 

the fire department. 
Do not force the gas control knob. Use only 
your hand to push down or turn the gas control 
knob. Never uss any tools. If the gas control 
knob will not operate by hand, the gas control 
should be replaced by a qualified service 
technician. Force or attempted repair may re- 
sult in a fire or explosion. 
The gas control must be replaced In case of 
any physical damage, tampering, bent termi- 
nals, missing or broken parts, stripped threads, 
or evidence of exposure to heat. 

IMPORTANT 
Follow the operating instructions provided by the 
manufacturer of your heating appliance. The infor- 
mation below will be of assistance in a typical gas 
control application, but the specific controls used 
and the procedures outlined by the manufacturer or 
your appliance may differ, requiring special instruc- 
tions. 

STOP: READ THE WARNINGS ABOVE. 

The pilot flame is lit automatically. If the appliance does 
not turn on when the thermostat is set several degrees 
above room temperature, follow these instructions. 

1. Set the thermostat to its lowest setting to reset the 
safety control. 

2. Disconnect all electric power to the appliance. 
3. Remove the gas control access panel. 
4. Push in the gas control knob slightly and turn clock- 

wise I? to OFF. 
5. Wait five minutes to clear out any unburned gas. If 

you then smell gas, STOP! Follow Step 3 in the Warnings 
above. lf you do not smell gas, continue with the next step. 

6. Turn the gas control knob counterclockwise fi to 
PILOT. 

7. Turn the gas control knob counterclockwise fi to 
ON. 

8. Replace the gas control access panel. 
9. Reconnect all electric power to the appliance. 

10. Set the thermostat to the desired setting. 
11. If the appliance does not turn on, set the gas control 

knob to OFF and contact a qualified service technician for 
assistance. 

1 - 

- 

TURNING OFF THE APPLIANCE 
VACATION SHUTDOWN-Set the thermostat to the de- 

sired room temperature while you are away. 
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN-Push the gas control knob in 

slightly and turn clockwise n to OFF. Do not force. 
Appliance will completely shut off. Follow the Lighting 
Procedures above to resume normal operation. 
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